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Milepost 2 – Years 3 and 4

Features Studied
Rivers

Years 3 and 4
Year 3 and 4, Year A,
Term 1 Egyptians
(Flood plains, deltas,
tributaries)

Year 5 – Year A and B,
Term 6, Go with the Flow
Year 5, Year A & B Term 6,
Go with the Flow

Inland features

Settlement types
and land use

Milepost 2 Years 3 & 4 Geography Areas of Study
Years 5 and 6
Features Studied

Year 3 and 4, Term 4,
Year A, Rainforests
[Land use]

Year 5, Year A & B Term 6,
Go with the Flow.
Year 5 and 6 Year A, Term
4, The Holiday Show.

Year 5 and 6

Volcanoes

Year 3 and 4, Year
A, Term 3 Active
Planet

Earthquakes

Year 3 and 4, Year
A, Term 3 Active
Planet

Water Cycle

Year 3 and 4, Year
A, Term 3 Active
Planet

Year 5 – Year A and B,
Term 6, Go with the
Flow

Year 3 and 4, Term
4, Year A,
Rainforests
[Tropical]

Year 6, Year A & B
Term 6, out of Africa
Year 5 and 6, Year B,
Term 3, Extreme
Survivors
Year 5 and 6 Year A,
Term 4, The Holiday
Show.
Year 5 – Year A and B,
Term 6, Go with the
Flow

Distribution of
energy and
resources

Year 4, Term 6,
Chocolate, Year A
[Resources]

Year 5 – Year A and B,
Term 6, Go with the Flow

Climate zones

Trade and
economic links

Year 4, Term 6,
Chocolate, Year A

Year 5 – Year A and B,
Term 6, Go with the Flow

Coastal Features

Year 5 and 6 Year A, Term
4, The Holiday Show.

Mountains

Coastal feature

Years 3 and 4

Nati onal Curriculum
Use fieldwork instruments (e.g. camera, rain
gauge), maps, globes, atlases and
digital/computer mapping to locate countries
and key features to interpret them and aerial
photos/pictures to make comparisons
between locations. e.g. populations,
temperature
Use four figure grid references and the 8
points of a compass.
Explore features on OS maps
Explore features on OS maps

Plan the steps and strategies for an enquiry
Ask and respond to geographical questions,
e.g. Describe the landscape
Make more detailed fieldwork
sketches/diagrams,
plans and maps using symbols and keys
Measure straight line distances using the
appropriate scale
Draw accurate maps with more complex keys

Geography: K ey Skills, Milepost 2 , Years 3&4
IPC learning Goals – Matched to National
T hem es / topic
Curriculum
2.8 Be able to use maps at a variety of scales to
Rainforests
locate the position and geographical features of
Egyptians
particular localities
Explorers and
Adventurers

2.5 Be able to use geographical terms
2.12 Understand how places fit into a wider
geographical context

2.6 Be able to describe the main geographical
features of the area immediately surrounding the
school
2.7 Be able to make simple maps and plans of
familiar locations
2.9 Be able to use secondary sources to obtain
geographical information

Year & term taught
Year A, Term 4
Year A, Term 1
Year B, Term 3

Explorers and
Adventurers

Year B, Term 3

Brilliant Brunel

Year 3, Year B, Term 6

Rainforests
Chocolate
Scavengers &
Settlers
Home Sweet Home

Year
Year
Year
Year

A, Term 4
A, Term 6
B, Term 1
B, Term 5

Milepost 2 Years 3 & 4 Geography Key Knowledge
National Curriculum
Identify where countries are within Europe, including Russia,
concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and
human characteristics, countries and cities

Describe human features of the UK regions, cities and/or
counties and natural resources and understand how some of
these aspects have changed over time :
Cliff, ocean, valley, vegetation, soil, mountain, port, harbour,
factory, location, industry, transport, settlement, water cycle.
Contour, height, volcanoes, earthquakes,

Understand geographical similarities and differences through the
study of human and physical geography of a region of the UK, a
region in a European country, and a region within North or South
America
Understand why there are similarities and differences between
places within a region in a European country through a study

IPC Learning Goal
2.08 Be able to use maps at a variety of scales to
locate the position and geographical features of
particular localities
2.12 Understand how places fit into a wider
geographical context
2.1 Know how particular localities have been affected
by human activities
2.2 Know how particular localities have been
affected by natural features and processes
2.10 Be able to express views on the features of an
environment and the way it is being harmed or
improved
2.11 Be able to communicate their geographical
knowledge and understanding to ask and answer
questions about geographical and environmental
features
2.05 Be able to use geographical terms
2.08 Be able to use maps at a variety of scales to
locate the position and geographical features of
particular localities
2.11
Be able to communicate their geographical knowledge
and understanding to ask and answer questions about
geographical and environmental features

Themes / topic
Vikings
Chocolate
Explorers &
Adventurers

Year & term taught
Year A, Term 6
Year A, Term 6
Year B, Term 3

Brilliant Brunel
Active Planet

Year B, Term 6 (Y3)
Year A, (New 2021),
Term 3

Egyptians
Chocolate
Active Planet
Home Sweet
Home

Year A, Term 1
Year A, Term 6
Year A, (New 2021),
Term 3
Year B, Term 5

Rainforests

Year A, Term 4

Vikings

Year A, Term 6

Home Sweet
Home

Year B, Term 5

Identify where countries are within the UK and the key
topographical features.
Name and locate the cities of the UK.

Name, locate and demonstrate knowledge of Physical and human
features of the United Kingdom.
Understand why there are similarities and differences between
places within United Kingdom through a study.
Identify physical and human features of the locality.
Explain about weather conditions/patterns around the UK and
parts of the Europe

Understand the effect of landscape features on the development
of a locality
Describe how people have been affected by changes in the
environment
Explore weather patterns around parts of the world

2.1 Know how particular localities have been affected
by human activities
2.2 Know how particular localities have been
affected by natural features and processes
2.3 Know how the nature of particular localities
affect the lives of people living there
2.4 Know about the weather and climatic conditions
in the host country and how they affect the
environment and the lives of people living there
2.05 Be able to use geographical terms
2.11 Be able to communicate their geographical
knowledge and understanding to ask and answer
questions about geographical and environmental
features
2.13 Understand that the quality of the environment
can be sustained and improved

Rainforests

Year A, Term 4

Scavengers &
Settlers

Year B, Term 1

Brilliant Brunel
Egyptians
Rainforests

Year B, Term 6 (Y3)
Year A, Term 1

Year A, Term 4

National Curriculum- Pupils should be
taught about:

Suggested areas of study

IPC theme

Late Neolithic hunter-gatherers and early farmers e.g Skara Brae
Bronze Age religion, technology and travel e.g Stonehenge
Iron Age hill forts: Tribal kingdoms, farming, art and culture

Year 3 and 4 [Year B] - Scavengers & settlers: Term 1

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to
the Iron Age
The Roman Empire and its impact on
Britain

‘Romanisation’ of Britain, The Roman Empire by 42AD and the
power of its army, British resistance- Boudica

Year 5 and 6 (Year B): The Great, The Bold & the Brave:
Term 2

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and
Scots

Roman withdrawal from Britain in 410AD, Anglo-Saxon invasion,
place names and village life

Year 5 and 6 (Year B) The Great, The Bold & the Brave:
Term 3

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for
the Kingdom of England to the time of
Edward the Confessor

Viking raids and invasion, resistance by Alfred the Great and
Athelstan, 1 st King of England.

Year 2 and 3 (Year A) Invaders & Settlers [Vikings]: Term
6

A local history study linked to one of the
time periods above

Prehistoric Malmesbury & Avebury
Vikings and Athelstan

Year 2 and 3 (Year A) Invaders & Settlers [Vikings]: Term
6
Year 3 and 4 (Year B): Scavengers & settlers: Term 1

Victorian Britain and Brunel (NOT NC)

Year 2 and 3 (Year B): Brilliant Brunel: Term 6

Romans in Cirencester

Year 5 and 6 (Year B): The Great, The Bold & the Brave:
Term 3
Year 2 and 3 (Year B): Brilliant Brunel: Term 6

A study of an aspect or theme in British
History that extends pupils’ knowledge
beyond 1066

The changing power of monarchs e.g. Queen Victoria
Changes in social history e.g. crime and punishment or leisure
The legacy of Greek or Roman culture on later periods e.g. art and
architecture
Significant turning points in British history e.g. railways or Battle of
Britain

The achievements of the earliest
civilizations- an overview of where and
when the 1 st civilizations appeared and a
depth study of one of the following:

Ancient Sumer
The Indus Valley
Ancient Egypt
The Shang Dynasty of Ancient China

Year 3 and 4 (Year A) Ancient Egypt: Term 1

A non-European society that provides
contrast with British History- one study
from the following

Early Islamic Civilization, including a study of Baghdad c.AD 900
Mayan civilization c.AD 900
Benin (West Africa) c. AD 900-1300

Year 6 (Year A and B) Pilgrimage RE – Linked to early
Islamic Society (Term 5 and 6)

Year 5 and 6 (Year A): WW2 Term 2

National Curriculum

IPC learning Goals

Pupils should continue to develop a
chronologically secure knowledge and
understanding of British, local and world
history, establishing clear narratives
within and across the periods they study.

2.1 Know about the main events, dates and
characteristics of the past societies they
have studied
2.2 Know about the lives of people in those
periods.
2.7 Understand that the past can be
considered in terms of different time
periods
2.3 Know about the main similarities and
differences between the past societies they
have studied

Invaders and Settlers
(Vikings)
Ancient Egypt
Scavengers & Settlers

(Year 3), Year A, Term
6
Year A, Term 1
Year B, Term 1

Dinosaurs

Year A, Term 5

Explorers & Adventurers

Year B, Term 3

Invaders and Settlers
(Vikings)
Egyptians
Scavengers & Settlers

Year 3, Year A, Term 6

2.4 Be able to give some reasons for
particular events and changes

Invaders and Settlers
(Vikings)
Scavengers & Settlers

(Year 3), Year A, Term
6
Year B, Term 1

Dinosaurs

Year A, Term 5

Egyptians

Year A, Term 1

Brilliant Brunel

(Year 3), Year B, Term
6
(Year 3), Year A, Term
6
Year A, Term 1

They should note connections, contrasts
and trends over time and develop the
appropriate use of historical terms.
They should regularly address and
sometimes devise historically valid
questions about change, cause, similarity
and difference, and significance. They
should construct informed responses
that involve thoughtful selection and
organisation of relevant historical
information.
They should understand how our
knowledge of the past is constructed
from a range of sources.

2.6 Be able to use their knowledge and
understanding to answer simple questions
about the past and about changes

IPC Themes

2.5 Be able to gather information from simple Invaders and Settlers
sources
(Vikings)
Egyptians
2.8 Understand that the past can be
Brilliant Brunel
recorded in a variety of different ways
Scavengers & Settlers

Year and term
taught

Year A, Term 1
Year B, Term 1

(Year 3), Year B, Term
6
Year B, Term 1

Media

Year 3 and 4
Year & Term Taught
theme & topic

Watercolours Year B, Term 1, Egyptians
Paints

Year A, Term 4, Rainforests
Year A, Term 2, Turn it up!
Year B, Term 2, Picture This

Oil pastels

Year A, Term 2, Banyan Tree
Term 1, Class Artist

Year 5 and 6
Media
Year & Term Taught,
theme & topic
Year A and B (Year 5), Term
6, Go with the Flow
Year A, Term 2, WW2
Year A and B (Year 5), Term
1, Kandinsky (class artist)
Year A, Term 1, Space
Explorers
Year A and B (Year 6), Term 5
and 6, Out of Africa
Year A, Term 2, WW2

Year A, Term 4,
Pencil
sketching Rainforests

Clay

Year B, Term 1, Egyptians
Year A, Term 1,
Scavengers & Settlers

Year 3 and 4
Year & Term taught,
theme & topic
Year A, Term 2, WW2
Year A and B (Year 5), Term
6, Go with the Flow
Year A and B (Year 5), Term
6, R.E - Buddhism

Sculpture Year A, Term 4,

Year B, Term 2, The Great
the Bold and the Brave

Year B, Term 4, Fit for life
(Animation)
Year A and B (Year 5), Class
artists – David Hockley
Year A and B (Year 6), Class
artists, Courtney Loceff
Sergio Higaldo
Year A, Term 4, The Holiday
Show
Year A and B, Year 6, Out of
Africa

Chalk pastels Year A and B (Year 4), Term 4,

Year A, Term 2, WW2

Digital
Art

Printing and
Inks

Year B, Term 2, The Great
the Bold and the Brave

Multi
Media

Pentecost
Year A, Term 4,
Scavengers & Settlers
Term 1 & 2 Class artists

Year 3 and 4
Year & Term
taught,
theme & topic

Rainforests
Year B, Term 2, Picture
This
Year B, Term 2, Picture
This

Class Artist Year 3
Roy Lichtenstein
Paul Klee

Class Artist Year 4
Banksy
Andy Warhol

Class Artist Year 5
David Hockley
Wassily Kandinsky

Class Artist Year 6
Courtney Loceff
Sergio Higaldo

Art Milepost 2: Years 3&4 Key Skills
Nati onal Curriculum

To create sketch books to record
their observations and use them to
review and revisit ideas
To improve their mastery of art and
design techniques, including
 drawing,
 painting and
 sculpture

IPC learning Goals
2 .03 Be able to use art as a m eans of self-expression

T hem es / topic
Class Artist
Rainforests
Ancient Egyptians

Year
Year
Year
Year

& term taught
A/B, Term 1
A, Term 4
B, Term 1

2 .03 Be able to use art as a means of self-expression
2 .04 Be able to choose materials and techniques which are
appropriate for their task
2 .05 Be able to explain their own work in terms of what
they have done and why

Rainforests
Scavengers & Settlers
Picture This

Year A, Term 4
Year A, Term 1
Year B, Term 2

2.01 Know how a number of artists- incl some from their
home/host country- use forms, materials and processes to
suit their purpose
2.02 Know about some of the work of artists in the host
country
2 .06 Be able to talk about works of art, giving reasons for
thei r opinions

Rainforests
Class artists

Year A, Term 4
Year A and B, Term 1

with a range of materials
About great artists, architects and
designers in history

Year 3 and 4
Areas of Design
and Technology

Junk modeling

Year & Term
Taught
theme & topic
Year A, Term 3,
Turn It Up
Term 2 Picture
This

Resistant
materials

Digital design

Year A and B,
Term 4, Scratch
Coding

Year 5 and 6
Year & Term
Taught
theme & topic
Year A and B,
Term 5, What
Price
Progress.
Year A, Snap,
Crackle and
Pop
Year A and B,
Term 5, What
Price
Progress.

Year 3 and 4
Areas of Design
and Technology

Food technology

Textiles

Year & Term Taught
theme & topic

Year A (new 2020),
Term 4 How
Humans Work

Year 5 and 6
Year & Term
Taught
theme & topic
Year A Term 2
WW2
Year B Term 4
Fit for life
Year A & B,
Year 5, Junior
Master Chef

Year A, Term
2, WW2

Design and Technology Mile Post 2
National Curriculum

Key Skills

IPC learning Goals

Themes / topic

Year & term
taught
Year A, Term 6
Year B, Term 1

Use research and develop design
criteria to inform the design of
innovative, functional, appealing
products that are fit for purpose,
aimed at particular individuals or
groups

2.1 Know that the way in which products in everyday
use are designed and may affects their usefulness
2.2 Be able to design and make products to meet
specific needs
2.7 Be able to identify the ways in which products in
everyday use meet specific needs

Chocolate
Scavengers &
Settlers

Generate, develop, model and
communicate their ideas through
discussion, annotated sketches, crosssectional and exploded diagrams,
prototypes, pattern pieces and
computer-aided design

2.3 Be able to make useable plans
2.4 Be able to make and use labeled sketches as
designs

Chocolate
Scavengers & Settlers
Rainforests

Year A, Term 6
Year B, Term 1
Year A, Term3&4

Select from and use a wider range of
tools and equipment to perform
practical tasks

2.5 Be able to use simple tools and equipment with
some accuracy

Egyptians
Scavengers & Settlers

Year A Term 1
Year B Term 1

Select from and use a wider variety of
materials and components, including
construction materials, textiles and
ingredients, according to their
functional properties and aesthetic
qualities characteristics

2.6 Be able to identify and implement improvements to
their designs and products

Rainforests

Year A, Term3&4

Investigate and analyse a range of
existing products

Evaluate their ideas and products
against their own design criteria and
consider the views of others to
improve their work
Understand how key events and
individuals in design have helped shape
the world
Apply their understanding of how to
strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more
complex structures
Understand and use mechanical
systems in their products (eg gears,
pulleys, cams, levers and linkages).
Understand and use electrical systems
in their products
Apply their understanding of
computing to program, monitor and
control their products
Understand and apply the principles of
a healthy and varied diet
Prepare and cook a variety of
predominantly savoury dishes using a
range of cooking techniques
Understand seasonality, and know
where and how a variety of ingredients
are grown, reared, caught and
processed

2.7 Be able to identify the ways in which products in
everyday use meet specific needs
2.8 Be able to suggest improvements to products in
everyday use
2.6
Be able to identify and implement improvements to
their designs and products

Chocolate

Year A, Term 6

Chocolate

Year A, Term 6

Brilliant Brunel

Yr 3 (new 2020)
Term 6 Year B

Covered in Years 5
and 6
Covered in Years 5
and 6
Turn it Up

Year A Term 2 A

Rainforests
Dinosaurs

Year A Term 4 A
Year A Term 5 A

L4L Yr3 and 4
How Humans Work
L4L Yr3 and 4
How Humans Work

Year B Term 4
Year B (New 2020)
Term 4

L4L Yr3 and 4
How Humans Work

Year B Term 4

Areas of Study
Area of
study
Plants

Animals

Living things
and their
habitats

Light

States of
matter
Electricity

Year 3 and 4
Year & Term Taught
theme & topic
Year A, Term 4, Rainforests
Year B, Term 5, Home Sweet
Home
Year A, Term 4, Rainforests
Year A, Term 5, Dinosaurs
Year B, Term 5, Home Sweet
Home
Year A, Term 4, Rainforests
Year B, Term 5, Home Sweet
Home
Year A, Term 2, Turn it Up!
Year B, Term 2, Picture This
Year A, Term 3A Active
Planet
Term 2A Turn it up

Year 5 and 6
Year & Term Taught
theme & topic
Year A and B (Year
6), Term 5 and 6,
Out of Africa
Year B, Term 3,
Extreme Survivors.

Year B, Term 3,
Extreme Survivors.

Year A, Term 3,
Snap, Crackle and
Splash

Area of
study
Properties
and changing
materials

Year 5 and 6
Year & Term Taught
theme & topic
Year B, Term 1,
Magical Materials

Term 3A Active Planet
Rocks

Humans

Forces and
magnets

Sound
Year B, Term 3,
Extreme Survivors.

Year 3 and 4
Year & Term Taught
theme & topic

Evolution
and
inheritance

Term 5B How Humans Work

Year B, Term 4, Fit for
Life
Term 1B Scavengers & Settlers, Year A, Term 3, Snap,
Term 3B Explorers &
Crackle and Splash
Adventurers
Year A and B (Year 5),
Term 5 What Price is
progress
Term 2 Turn it Up!
Year A and B (Year 6),
Term 5 and 6, Out of
Africa

National Curriculum (Referenced in rising stars scheme
of work)

IPC learning Goals

Plants identify and describe the functions of different parts
of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers

2.24 Be able to classify plants according to
their features

Rainforests
Home Sweet Home

Year A, Term 4
Year B, Term 5

Plants explore the requirements of plants for life and growth
(air, light, water, nutrients from soil, and room to grow) and
how they vary from plant to plant

2.22 Know about the functions of leaves

Rainforests
Home Sweet Home

Year A, Term 4
Year B, Term 5

Plants investigate the way in which water is transported
within plants

2.21 Know about the effects that light, air,
water and temperature have on plants

Rainforests

Year A, Term 4

Plants explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of
flowering plants, including pollination, seed formation and
seed dispersal

2.23 Know about the life cycle of plants

Rainforests

Year A, Term 4

R ocks: compare, group together different kinds of rocks on
the basis of their appearance and simple physical properties

Active Planet

Year A, Term 3

R ocks: describe in simple terms how fossils are formed when
things that have lived are trapped within rock

Dinosaurs

Year A, Term 5

R ocks: recognise that soils are made from rocks and organic
matter.

Dinosaurs

Year A, Term 5

IPC T hemes/Topic

Year/Term

Li ght: recognise that they need light in order to see things
and that dark is the absence of light; notice that light is
reflected from surfaces

2.41 Know that light travels from a source

Turn it Up
Picture This

Year A, Term 2
Year A, Term 3

Li ght: recognise that light from the sun can be dangerous
and that there are ways to protect eyes

2.41 Know that light travels from a source

Turn it up
Picture This

Year A, Term 2
Year A, Term 3

Li ght: recognise that shadows are formed when the light
from a light source is blocked by an opaque object; find
patterns in the way that the size of shadows change.

2.42 Know that objects form shadows when
they block the passage of light from a source

Turn it up
Picture This

Year A, Term 2
Year B, Term 2

National Curriculum (Referenced in rising stars
scheme of work)

IPC learning Goals

IPC T hemes/Topic

Year/Term

Forces and m agnets: compare how things move on
different surfaces

2.40 Know about the effects of friction
2.39 Know that forces differ in size
2.38 Know that forces can have direction

Scavengers & Settlers

Year B, Term
1

Explorers &
Adventurers

Year B, Term
3

Explorers &
Adventurers

Year B, Term
3

Explorers &
Adventurers

Year B, Term
3

Explorers &
Adventurers

Year B, Term
3

Rainforests
Home Sweet Home

Year
4
Year
5
Year
4
Year
4
Year
5

Forces and m agnets: notice that some forces need
contact between two objects, but magnetic forces can
act at a distance
Forces and m agnets: observe how magnets attract or
repel each other and attract some materials and not
others
Forces and m agnets: compare and group together a
variety of everyday materials on the basis of whether
they are attracted to a magnet, identify some magnetic
materials
Forces and m agnets: describe magnets as having two
poles: predict whether two magnets will attract or
repel each other, depending on which poles are facing
Li ving things and their habitats: recognise that living
things can be grouped in a variety of ways

Li ving things and their habitats: explore and use
classification keys to help group, identify and name a
variety of living things in their local and wider
environment

Li ving things and their habitats: recognise that
environments can change and that this can sometimes
pose dangers to living things

2.20 Be able to classify animals according to their
features

2.09 Know about ways in which animals and plants
are suited to different environments
2.10 Know about the frequently occurring animals
and plants that are supported by the environment
around the school
2.20 Be able to classify animals according to their
features
2.06 Know about processes and conditions that
have an effect on living things
2.09 Know about ways in which animals and plants
are suited to different environments
2.08 Know about the living things that are
supported by different environments

Rainforests
Dinosaurs
Home Sweet Home

Rainforests

A, Term
B, Term
A, Term
A, Term
B, Term

Year A, Term
4

N a tional Curriculum (Referenced in rising stars scheme of
w ork)
A nimals including humans identify that animals, including
humans, need the right types and amount of nutrition, and
that they cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from
what they eat
A nimals including humans identify that humans and some other
animals have skeletons and muscles for support, protection and
movement

I PC learning Goals

I PC Themes/Topic

Ye ar/Term

2.07 Know about the principles of nutrition, growth,
movement and reproduction
2.19 Know about the effect of diet on the human body

Rainforests
How Humans Work

Year A, Term 4
Year B, Term 4

2.14 Know about the function and actions of the heart
in humans and other animals
2.15 Know about the functions of skeletons and
muscles in humans and some other animals
2.19 Know about the effect of diet on the human body

How Humans Work

Year B, Term 4

How Humans Work

Year B, Term 4

A nimals including humans: identify the different types of teeth
in humans and their simple functions

2.13 Know about the function and care of teeth in
humans and other animals

How Humans Work

Year B, Term 4

A nimals including humans: construct and interpret a variety of
food chains, identifying producers, predators and prey

2.11 Know about food chains in the local environment

Rainforests

Year A, Term 4

St ates of matter: compare and group materials together,
according to whether they are solids, liquids or gases

2.31 Be able to compare common materials and objects
according to their properties
2.32 Be able to distinguish between solids, liquids and
gases

Active Planet

Year A, Term 3

St ates of matter: observe that some materials change state
when they are heated or cooled, measure/research the
temperature at which this happens in degrees Celsius (°C)

2.26 Know that some materials conduct heat more
effectively than others
2.27 Know that temperature is a measure of heat
2.28 Know that some changes in materials are reversible
and others are irreversible
2.29 Know about the changes that occur when
materials are mixed
2.30 Know that some substances dissolve in water and
others do not

Active Planet

Year A, Term 3

Active Planet

Year A, Term 3

A nimals including humans: describe the simple functions of the
basic parts of the digestive system in humans

St ates of matter: identify the part played by evaporation and
condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of
evaporation with temperature

National Curriculum (Referenced in rising stars
scheme of work)

IPC learning Goals

IPC T hemes/Topic

Year/Term

Sound: identify how sounds are made, associating some of
them with something vibrating; recognise that vibrations
from sounds travel through a medium to the ear

2.43 Know that sounds are made when objects
vibrate

Turn it up!

Year A, Term
2

Sound: find patterns between the pitch of a sound and
features of the object that produced it

2.44 Be able to create sounds with a variety of
objects

Turn it Up!

Year A, Term
2

Turn it up!

Year A, Term
2

Turn it up!

Year A, Term
2

2.36 Be able to construct electrical circuits to
make devices work
2.37 Be able to change the type or number of
components in a circuit to have a different
effect
2.36 Be able to construct electrical circuits to
make devices work
2.37 Be able to change the type or number of
components in a circuit to have a different
effect

Turn it up!

Year A, Term
2

Turn it up!

Year A, Term
2

2.36 Be able to construct electrical circuits to
make devices work
2.37 Be able to change the type or number of
components in a circuit to have a different
effect
2.25 Know that some materials conduct
electricity

Turn it up!

Year A, Term
2

Turn it up!

Year A, Term
2

Sound: find patterns between the volume of a sound and
the strength of the vibrations that produced it; recognise
that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound
source increases
Electricity:
identify common appliances that run on electricity
Electricity: construct a simple series electrical circuit,
identifying and naming its basic parts, including cells,
wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers

Electricity: identify whether or not a lamp will light in a
simple series circuit, based on whether or not the lamp is
part of a complete loop with a battery

Electricity: recognise that a switch opens and closes a
circuit and associate this with whether or not a lamp
lights in a simple series circuit

Electricity: recognise some common conductors and
insulators, and associate metals with being good
conductors

2.45 Be able to change sounds by altering
variables

National Curriculum
Asking relevant questions and using different
types of scientific enquiries to answer them

IPC learning Goals
2.1 Be able to carry out simple investigations
 Suggesting ways of collecting evidence

Setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative
and fair tests

2.1 Be able to carry out simple investigations
 Suggesting ways of collecting evidence
 Preparing a simple investigation which is fair with one
changing factor
2.1 Be able to carry out simple investigations
 Testing ideas using evidence from observation and
measurement
 Using simple scientific equipment
2.2 Be able to gather information from simple texts

Making systematic and careful observations and,
where appropriate, accurate measurements using
standard units, using a range of equipment, incl
thermometers and data loggers
Gathering, recording, classifying and presenting
data in a variety of ways to help in answering
questions
Recording findings using simple scientific
language, drawings, labeled diagrams, keys, bar
charts and tables

2.1 Be able to carry out simple investigations
 Recording and communicating their observations and
findings in a variety of ways

Report on findings from enquiries, incl oral and
written explanations, displays or presentations of
results and conclusions

2.1 Be able to carry out simple investigations
 Explaining their observations and findings

Using results to draw simple conclusions, make
predictions for new values, suggest improvements
and raise further questions
Identifying differences, similarities or changes
related to simple scientific ideas and processes

2.1 Be


2.1 Be


able to carry out simple investigations
Predicting the outcomes of investigations
Using evidence to draw conclusions
able to carry out simple investigations
Linking the evidence to broader scientific knowledge
and understanding

IPC Themes
Turn it up!
Rainforests
Volcanoes
Dinosaurs
Scavengers and Settlers
Rainforests
Chocolate
Picture This
Scavengers and Settlers
Turn it Up!
Home Sweet Home
How Humans Work
Dinosaurs
Rainforests
How Humans Work
Turn it Up!
Rainforests
Dinosaurs
Picture This
How Humans Work
Turn it Up!
How Humans Work
Explorers and Adventurers
Active Planet
Turn it Up!
Chocolate
Turn it Up!
Dinosaurs

National Curriculum Objectives

Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using
their voices and playing musical instruments with
increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression

Topic/Charanga Unit

Lean On Me (Y4)
Easter(Y4)/Harvest (Y3)
Let Your Spirit Fly (Y3)
Three Little Birds (Y3)
Improvise and compose music for a range of purposes
Rainforests
using the inter-related dimensions of music
Scavengers & Settlers
Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with Picture This (Y3 and 4)
increasing aural memory
Let Your Spirit Fly (Y3)
Three Little Birds (Y3)
Use and understand staff and other musical notations Blackbird (Y4)
Mamma Mia (Y4)
Glockenspiel 1 (Y3)
Appreciate and understand a wide range of highquality live and recorded music drawn from different
traditions and from great composers and musicians
Develop an understanding of the history of music.

Term and Year

Term 5
Term 4/Term 1
Term 1
Term 4
Year A Term 4
Year B Term 1
Year B Term 2
Term 1
Term 4
Term 3
Term 1
Term 6

KS2 Skills

(CS)
Computer
science

Design, write and
debug programs that
accomplish specific
goals, including
controlling or
simulating physical
systems; solve
problems by
decomposing them
into smaller parts.

(CS)
Computer
science

Use sequence,
selection, and
repetition in
programs; work with
variables and
various forms of
input and output.

(CS)
Computer
science

Use logical
reasoning to explain
how some simple
algorithms work and
to detect and
correct errors in
algorithms and
programs.

I can statements Year 3
I can decompose an algorithm.
I can create a basic Game.
I can write my own Algorithm.
I can programme a floor robot.
I can explain what an algorithm is
and give examples.
I can explain that programs are
algorithms working on computers.
I can identify bugs in code and
predict outcomes.

I can statements Year 4

Year & term
taught

I can explain what player interaction
is.

Rainforests (Scratch)
Dinosaurs (Spheros)

Term 4 A
Term 5 A

I can explain how variables and loops
are used in a game.

Explorers and Adventurers
(Swift Playground) Y4

Term 3 B

I can create a computer game code

Active Planet
(Swift Playground) Y4

I can explain how variables and loops
are used in a game

I can create a basic Game

I can alter or improve an
Algorithm.
I can create a computer game.

Themes / topic

I can debug my own Code.

Term 3 A

Picture this (Lightbot on
laptops) ‘Hour of code’ Y3

Term 2 B

Rainforest (Scratch)
Dinosaurs (Spheros)
Explorers and Adventurers
(Swift Playgrounds)Y4
Active Planet
(Swift Playground) Y4
Picture This (Lightbot on
laptops) ‘Hour of code’ Y3
Dinosaurs (Spheros)
Explorers and Adventurers
(Swift Playgrounds)Y4
Active Planet
(Swift Playground) Y4
Picture This (Lightbot on
laptops) ‘Hour of code’ Y3

Term 4 B
Term 5 A
Term 3 B
Term 3 A

Term 2 B
Term 5 A
Term 3 B
Term 3A
Term 2 B

(CS)
Computer
science

Understand
computer networks,
including the
internet; how they
can provide multiple
services, such as the
World Wide Web,
and the
opportunities they
offer for
communication and
collaboration.

I can explain how the internet
works.

I understand how search engines
work.
I understand how search engines
order their search findings

(IT)
Informatio
n
Technology

Use search
technologies
effectively,
appreciate how
results are selected
and ranked, and be
discerning in
evaluating digital
content.

I can explain how the internet
works.

I understand how search engines
work.
I understand how search engines
order their search findings

(IT)
Informatio
n
Technology

Select, use and
combine a variety
of software
(including internet
services) on a range
of digital devices to
design and create a
range of programs,
systems and
content that
accomplish given
goals, including
collecting,
analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data and
information.

I can use an art package to create
illustrations.
I can create an eBook.
I can create an eBook and import
photos.
I can create a flow Diagram.
I can make an Animation.

I can import my footage into iMovie.
I can edit my Footage.
I can film using an iPad or flipcam.

Amend text & save changes.

Use font sizes & effects such as

Use individual fingers to input

bullet points appropriately.

text & use SHIFT key to type

Know how to use a spell check.

characters.

Look at their own, and a friend’s

Amend text by highlighting & using

work & provide feedback that is

SELECT/ DELETE & COPY/

constructive & specific

PASTE.

I can produce my own short film.
Use a keyboard effectively, including
the use of keyboard shortcuts.

Ancient Egyptians
Scavengers and Settlers

Term 1 A
Term 1 B

Ancient Egyptians
Scavengers and Settlers

Term 1 A
Term 1 B

Ancient Egyptians
(Powerpoint on laptops)
Explorers and Adventurers
(Powerpoint on laptops)

Term 1 A

Dinosaurs (Book Creator)
Home Sweet Home (Book
Creator)

Term 5 A
Term 5 B

The Christmas Story
(Stop animate)

Term 2 A and B

Chocolate

Term 6 A and B

Term 3 B

Look at own work & consider how
it can be improved for

(DL) Digital
Literacy

Recognise common
uses of information
technology beyond
school.

(DL) Digital
Literacy

Use technology
safely, respectfully
and responsibly;
recognise
acceptable/unacce
ptable behaviour;
identify a range of
ways to report
concerns about
content and
contact.

effectiveness.

I can use the internet safely and
responsibly.

I can use the internet safely and
responsibly and identify online
risks.

Our Happy School

Term 1 A and B

Our Happy School

Term 1 A and B

